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I.  PREFACE 

 

The European Union has successfully completed its enlargement to Central Eastern Europe. 

By 2007, almost all former Warsaw Pact “allies” of the ex-Soviet Union will be fully 

integrated in the EU. The enforced EU is now determined to define and structure its common 

foreign and defence policy. The European security strategy is set to assist democracy and 

economic reform, prevent instabilities and help to resolve conflicts in its broader 

neighbourhood, especially in regions, which are seen as transit routes, raw material bases or 

potential markets for the EU. The paper will make some suggestions on mechanisms for the 

realisation of these plans. 

 

The territory of the broken up Soviet Union has become, together with the North African 

states and the Eastern Mediterranean region, the EU’s new direct strategic neighbourhood. 

Particularly the Black Sea and Caspian regions have risen in the strategic significance of the 

EU. In some decades, the western and southern states of today’s Commonwealth of 

Independent States (CIS) could become the prolongation of Europe into Asia and be 

culturally, economically and politically closely connected with EU-Europe. It is possible that 

Russia, if it chooses the path of democratisation, will be also part of this entity. This is the 

optimistic vision. 

 

The eastern neighbourhood of the EU is complicated. West Europeans often tend to 

underestimate the significance of the former territory of the ex-Soviet Union. If the 

democratic and liberal economic reform process fails, instabilities could infect the EU itself. 

All countries of the EU’s eastern neighbourhood are undergoing a complicated process of 

transformation from the Communist-totalitarian past into a democratic future. The heritage of 

almost 80 years of communism is a heavy burden for the elites and societies which populate 

the region. Some of the new independent states are far from stable and still struggle for their 

survival. The danger exists that also some of the former Soviet republics end up as “failed 

states” (like Georgia during the civil war 1991-92; Tajikistan during the intrusion of the 

Taliban from Afghanistan 1998-2001), dictatorships (like Turkmenistan or Belarus), or be 

swallowed by greater powers (Russia, China, Iran). A major challenge comes from Russia, 

which is still the second nuclear power in the world and posses the necessary raw materials 

which Europe needs for its future development. Meanwhile the return of Russia to 
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authoritarian rule raised alarm over the resurrection of a neo-imperialistic Russia. That would 

be the negative scenario. 

 

If the EU wants to gain any influence in its strategic eastern neighbourhood it must act 

without delay with its newly established European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). The years 

2003-2005 have seen dramatic developments in the eastern part of the continent which may 

revamp the future political map of Europe. Democratic revolutions, similar to those fifteen 

years ago in the former Warsaw Pact countries, have swept away the corrupt and authoritarian 

post-communist regimes in Georgia, Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan. Popular mass protest and 

further “revolutions” may soon emerge in other post-soviet states, including some Russian 

provinces.  

 

Russia’s growing suspicion about the EU’s involvement in its strategic neighbourhood, which 

Moscow sees as its own “near abroad”, as well as the lack of coherence among the EU-

members states regarding the approach to Russia, may confront the EU with an unpleasant 

dilemma between fostering a pragmatic partnership with Russia (and perhaps acknowledging 

Russia’s right to rebuild its own hemisphere on post-soviet space) or fully supporting the 

democratic GUUAM countries (named after the first letters of the member states Georgia, 

Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan and Moldova) against Moscow’s “neo-imperialism.” 

Another split like during the Iraq conflict within the EU would completely paralyse the ENP. 

 

Finally, the ENP will have to arrange itself with other powers and strategic developments 

taking shape in the eastern neighbourhood. The United States are conducting their own 

democracy agenda in the eastern neighbourhood of the EU which may soon affect Belarus 

and other autocratic regimes of Central Asia. For the GUUAM countries, the prospect of 

joining NATO looks more attractive than waiting for the ENP to carry first results.  

 

The paper does not contain technical guidelines for the introduction of mechanisms for the 

new ENP towards the east. It points out to the concrete necessities and objective problems of 

that undertaking. The ENP is in the making. The success depends on the political will and 

cooperation of all Brussels institutions. But there is the danger of overstretching the EU’s 

capacities.   
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II. GEOPOLITICAL CHALLENGES IN THE EUROPEAN UNION’S EASTERN 

NEIGHBOURHOOD 

 

Since the break-up of the Soviet Union, the EU (and the West) had always been some sort of a 

gravity centre for the post-soviet space. It is worthwhile to remember that one of the aims of 

the anti-communist leaders of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus during their destruction of the 

USSR in December 1991 had been the individual integration of their new independent states 

in the EU and NATO. Russian President Boris Yeltsin openly proclaimed the idea of a 

common democratic and liberal market space with the U.S. and the EU. Belarus before 

Alexander Lukashenko was regarded as the most probable candidate for EU-membership 

from all post-soviet republics. And Ukraine made a first major step into integration with the 

West after receiving U.S. and NATO security guarantees after it destroyed soviet nuclear 

weapons on its territory. 

 

But while the Central East European countries managed to reform their political and 

economic systems in the nineties and within one decade became members of EU and NATO, 

the post-soviet states failed to follow suit. They established their democratic institutions and 

market economies only in theory. On the one hand, the expressed wish of the Western and 

Caucasian CIS states to enter EU and NATO and ultimately join the West led to their 

memberships in the Council of Europe, close cooperation with the OSCE on adopting 

democratic principles and the signing of important Partnership and Cooperation Agreements 

with the EU. However, the lack of democratic traditions, a deep soviet mentality, a failing of 

liberal economic ideas in the societies, crime, corruption and incompetence throughout the 

state bureaucracy and business community prevented the formation of a functioning system of 

rule of law. No post-soviet state has so far achieved Western standards in its political or 

economic life. The adoption of democratic constitutions simply served the purpose of 

window-dressing or pleasing the West. 

 

Nevertheless, the new independent states in the eastern EU-neighbourhood avoided major 

economic catastrophes. None of them degenerated to a “failed state”. Since 2000, the 

economies face a remarkable growth. These positive developments let some post-communist 

authoritarian regimes think that they can reach stability, foreign investment, full international 

recognition and integration into the world economy without adopting liberal values. That 
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thinking was particular strong in Russia, where President Vladimir Putin managed to 

consolidate his elite and society on non-democratic and nationalistic ideas. 

 

Russia never lost the hope of reviving its lost influence and control over the former parts of 

the Russian and Soviet Empire. But all Moscow attempts to reorganize the Commonwealth of 

Independent States (CIS) in anything more than a forum for the peaceful settlement of the 

former soviet republic divorce did not materialize. The economic dependencies of the new 

independent states from Russia were gradually reduced. Neither Putin, nor his predecessor 

Boris Yeltsin succeeded to forge a reunification with pro-Russian Belarus. A collective 

defence treaty was supported only by half of the former soviet republics and by time lost its 

significance. All Russian efforts to construct new oil and gas alliances in the Caspian region 

and prevent the emergence of alternative communication, transportation and trade patterns 

were at the end unsuccessful. The U.S., the EU and China became – with their companies - 

active players in the resource-rich Caspian region and Russia’s competitors for influence.     

 

The events of 11th September 2001 revamped the political map of the EU’ 

s eastern neighbourhood. The U.S. and NATO created their military bases in Central Asia to 

fight international terrorism in the Middle East. Russia, which had not been able to protect its 

southern allies from permanent intrusion from Islamic extremist forces from Afghanistan in 

the nineties, was politically driven out of its traditional hemisphere. Russia has now come 

under intense pressure from the West to remove its military bases from the entire South 

Caucasus. As of today, Georgia and Azerbaijan also became allies of the U.S. in the fight 

against terrorism and got closer to membership in NATO. 

 

Throughout the nineties, Russia had managed to control the strategically important Southern 

Caucasus by a subversive support of separatist movements in the not-recognized autonomies 

such as Abkhazia, South Ossetia and Nagorno-Karabakh. As of today, the pressure from the 

West on Russia is growing, to accept a stronger active participation of the international 

community in the conflict resolution. The role of the ENP could be crucial in this respect. 

 

In 2003-2005 the authoritarian and corrupt post-communist regimes began to collapse one by 

one as a result of popular protest which mounted into revolutions, comparable with those 

“velvet revolutions”, which had swept away the communist systems in Central Eastern 
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Europe in 1989. The factors which led to the regime overthrows in Georgia, Ukraine and 

Kyrgyzstan were the following: 

 

By the end of 2003, President Putin was accomplished his first presidential term with a big 

success story. In less than four years he had succeeded to revive the Russian economy and 

statehood, to destroy Yeltsin’s corrupt regime of “oligarchs” and to resurrect Russia as energy 

super power on the world stage. The former dependencies on the West were radically 

reduced, relations with the U.S. and the EU put on an equal footing (anti-terror-coalition, 

energy alliance). Western energy markets became increasingly dependent on Russia’s oil and 

gas exports in view of possible disturbances in energy supplies from the Middle East after the 

events of 11th September 2001.  

 

The agenda of the second presidential term was even more ambitious: the Russian leadership 

probably decided that there was a unique historical chance to reunite with three of the major 

former soviet republics: Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan. The leaders of these countries 

agreed to set up a “Single Economic Space”, which should become the nucleus for deeper 

integration.  

 

The moment for such a strategy was well chosen. The U.S. was fully engaged in the War in 

Iraq, the EU was preoccupied with its inner consolidation and enlargement.  The EU 

demonstrated reluctance to expand further beyond the Balkans and Turkey. Meanwhile, 

Ukrainian President Leonid Kuchma isolated his country more and more from the West. He 

denounced Ukraine’s previous course on integration with EU and NATO and instead oriented 

his policy fully on reunification with Russia. His hand-picked successor, Viktor Yanukovich, 

was supposed to finalize the step.    

 

While the EU and U.S. warned Ukraine from seeking a too close integration with Russia, 

Putin tried to convince the West that the “Single Economic Space” would help to harmonize 

relations between EU-Europe and the new entity. While still being Prime Minister under 

Yeltsin, Putin searched for a new pragmatic approach to the EU at the EU-Summit in Helsinki 

in October 1999. Two years later, he renewed his strategic vision of EU-Russian partnership 

in his famous speech in the German parliament. Putin suggested combining the Russian 

resource-rich economic space with the technologically higher developed EU-space for the 

sake of all-Europe. Putin had always propagated the idea of a “common Europe” which, 
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however, the EU was reluctant to accept because of Russia’s graduate departure from 

democratic values. 

 

By 2002, the relations between both “strategic partners” soured. Russia obviously 

underestimated the European Union’s political strength in dealing with critical issues, such as 

the Kaliningrad transit and the extension of the EU-Russia Partnership and Cooperation 

Agreement of 1997 on the new EU-member states, not to speak about permanent conflicts 

between EU and Russia on issues like the war in Chechnya, press freedom and the Yukos-

case. The Russian political elite began to question the need of strategic partnership with the 

EU. A study of the influential Russian Council of Foreign and Defence Policy suggested in 

March 2005 that Russia should freeze its relations with the EU. Russian political thinkers 

questioned any reason for Russia to “permanently give in to the demands of the EU, to 

harmonise Russia’s legal system according to Western standards”. Since Russia, because of 

objective reasons, cannot at this juncture not become a member of the EU, it makes to sense 

for the country to adopt European standards in politics and business.  

 

The year of 2oo4 marked the most serious confrontation between Russia and the EU since the 

NATO-War in Kosovo 1999. The conflicts emerged on the EU idea of a “shared 

neighbourhood” with Russia. The EU’s stronger developed strategic approach provoked fears 

of new geopolitical rivalries in what Russia regarded as its traditional hemisphere – the “near 

abroad”. Russians started to perceive the 2004 EU-expansion as a greater “threat” to their 

strategic interests than the 2002 NATO-expansion.  

 

Russia’s behaviour in the post-soviet space also began to worry the West. In autumn of 2003, 

Russia developed, without consultations with the West, a plan for stability in Moldova. The 

so-called “Kozak-plan” stipulated to transfer Moldova into a confederation. The separatist 

Transdniester autonomous republic would have received a veto right over the politics of 

Chisinau. The hidden agenda of Russian diplomacy was, of course, to keep Moldova, which 

was clearly orienting itself towards the EU and NATO, under Moscow’s control. If the 

“Kozak-plan” had materialised in Moldova, the Kremlin would have been glad to implement 

it also in Georgia. The EU and U.S. blocked the “Kozak-plan” with all available diplomatic 

means, causing a stir in Russia. 
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In November of the same year, a huge popular protest movement against a manipulation of 

parliamentary elections in Georgia swept away the corrupt regime of Eduard Shevardnadze. 

As a result of the accession of pro-Western forces under Mikhail Saakashvili to power, Russia 

was over night deprived of all its levers of control over Georgia and the Southern Caucasus. 

Saakashvili immediately proclaimed a policy of reunifying Georgia and got involved into a 

heavy political conflict with Russia over Moscow’s continuing support of separatists in 

Abkhazia and South Ossetia. 

 

Exactly one year later, Russia and the West got in loggerheads over another major event in the 

changing eastern environment of the EU: Moscow’s aggressive involvement on the side of the 

pro-Russian Yanukovich in the Ukrainian presidential elections led to a rise of the EU to 

defend the opposition forces under Viktor Yushchenko. The Orange Revolution swept away 

the Kuchma regime and changed Ukrainian foreign political orientations over night. Several 

weeks after coming to power, Yushchenko and his followers were already heavily knocking at 

the doors of NATO and the EU. 

 

There may have been a moment when Russian policy makers were seriously thinking that the 

EU would assist Russia to resurrect its great power status. From that moment on Putin must 

have realised that the West would unite in containing Russia, should the latter try to rebuild 

the Soviet Empire by force. Russia totally underestimated the desire of the elite of its 

neighbouring states to join the EU and NATO and once and for all escape Russia’s 

dominance. Russia overestimated its attraction as a future model for the other post-soviet 

states. 

 

In March 2005, similar events unfolded in Kyrgyzstan. Following mass protests against the 

falsification of the results of parliamentary elections, the previous regime was toppled and the 

head of state had to flee the country. The autocrats in the other post-soviet states became 

increasingly worried about prospects of further “revolutions”. 

 

Because the post-communistic autocrats suspect outside forces (U.S. foundations and secret 

services) behind the staging of the mass organised mass protests and regime changes, they 

decide to take measures against Western influence. Their first reaction was directed against 

the OSCE. Russia openly questioned the need to sustain that organisation as long as it deals 
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solely with questions of democracy transfer to the CIS. On strong pressure from Russia, the 

OSCE monitoring mission on the Russian-Georgian border (Chechnya) was closed. 

 

The revolutions in the EU’s eastern neighbourhood triggered off dangers of new instabilities. 

Ukraine and Georgia joined forces to cement a new alliance against Russian hegemony in the 

region and for a quicker accession of the countries of the western CIS and the Caucasus to EU 

and NATO (Carpathian Declaration of February 2005). It has become obvious that the EU’s 

eastern neighbourhood territory has, for the first time since 1991, split into two completely 

different political entities: Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Armenia with post-communist 

autocratic regimes on the one side and West-oriented Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova, Azerbaijan 

on the other side. 

 

Several new EU- and NATO-members countries are lobbying for a quick accession of 

Ukraine to the NATO bloc. Ukraine has started new efforts to push the Russian fleet out of 

Sevastopol, Crimea. As long as Russian Black Sea Fleet remains on Ukrainian soil (which is 

allowed under the Treaty until 2017) Kiev can hardly enter NATO.  

 

Ukraine and Georgian have joined forces in constructing new alternative pipelines from the 

Caspian region in circumvention of Russia. Negotiations with Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan 

and Kazakhstan are under way and produce first results. The Georgian leadership is in 

negotiation with Turkey and Armenia over the opening of the border between these two ling-

time adversaries. Such step would create another strategic link between EU-accession 

candidate Turkey and the pro-EU-oriented South Caucasus.  

 

The U.S., Poland, Romania and the Baltic States have endorsed their support for the political 

strengthening of the GUUAM organisation, which plans to set up a non-Russian energy 

alliance in the south-east of Europe. This policy may jeopardise the current planning of the 

classical Russian–EU energy alliance, which is so heavily pushed by a country like Germany.  
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III. IMPLEMENTING THE EUROPEAN NEIGHBOURHOOD POLICY IN THE 

EAST: GOALS AND OBSTACLES 

 

How does the European Union and its ENP fit in the developing scenarios on post-soviet 

space? In order to be taken as a serious player in its eastern neighbourhood, the EU needs to 

fulfil three conditions: 

• develop a coherent strategy which does not repeat mistakes of the past, 

• take into account the interests of all neighbours and external actors in the region, 

• deploy the right instruments in order to achieve concrete results 

 

In the nineties, the EU had neither a strategy, nor the political will to get effectively involved 

in the post-soviet space.  The EU tended to regard this region as a traditional Russian 

hemisphere. Ambitious projects like TRACECA and INOGATE or the famous Silk Road 

Policy did not produce the expected results. Another reason for EU’s passivity was its 

preoccupation with the Balkans.  

 

The ENP is designed to prevent and, if necessary, find ways to resolve potential crises and 

fight disasters in the direct neighbourhood. Beyond a policy of conflict prevention, the ENP 

main focus lies on the facilitation of the transformation of the new independent states into 

functional democracies and free market systems. But should instabilities in the EU’s direct 

eastern neighbourhood trigger off civil wars, illegal migration, export of crime, environmental 

disasters, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and endanger crucial energy imports, 

the EU will this time have to react in order to protect its own security and economic well-

being.  

 

What do the post-soviet states expect from the EU? Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia welcome 

– and not resist – the expansion of Western military and economic structures to the territory of 

the former Soviet Union. They will do their utmost, to convince their Western partners, 

through intensive and concrete cooperation, to be granted candidate or associate status for EU 

membership in the nearest future. The strategic neighbourhood concept offered to them by the 

EU is certainly not enough. They want to pass the stage at which they were offered all sorts of 

“privileged”, “distinguished” partnerships, special “action plans” and “Partnership and 

Cooperation Agreements”. They fear a neo-imperialist Russia and want Western protection. 
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As glorious winners of the “coloured revolutions”, Ukrainians and Georgians project a certain 

moral claim which the EU can hardly escape. 

 

Russia, Belarus and the Central Asian states wish a partnership with the EU which will not be 

based on “common values” but “common pragmatic interests”. They need the EU as 

modernisation partner, not democratisation partner. They hope for free trade agreements and 

an abolishing of trade barriers. Attempts of Western institution to support the creation of a 

civil society from below are being perceived as hostile acts.  

 

That means that the ENP needs a two-fold approach to the eastern neighbourhood. A policy 

and instruments which suit Ukraine and Georgia can’t be used in dealing with Russia and 

Belarus. 

 

So far, the eastern neighbours of the EU have not seen much of the European Security and 

Defence Policy. The 2003 promised EU-army remains largely on paper, there is a lack of 

political will among EU-members to replace Russian peace-keeping forces in conflict areas in 

the South Caucasus or Transdniester with European forces. It is absolutely necessary to 

project this will from part of the EU in order to retain authority in the area. The EU must 

gradually refocus its peace-keeping from preoccupation with the Balkans. EU-countries play a 

supportive role for the U.S. in the Greater Middle East and send troops to Africa, but the 

Dutch EU-Presidency proposal of 2003 to deploy troops in Moldova did not result in any 

action. On the other hand, the post-soviet states were – some positively surprised, others 

shocked – of how the EU masterminded the Orange Revolution in Ukraine and succeeded to 

roll back Russia from Ukraine. 

 

If the four frozen ethnic-territorial conflicts in Transdniester, Abkhazia, South Ossetia and 

Nagorno-Karabakh will not be solved within the next decade, the quasi-states may well gain 

legitimacy. Each of the conflicts has a long history and is routed in the problems connected 

with the demise of the Soviet (Russian) Empire. The Nagorno-Karabakh conflict remains 

frozen because the mediators in the Minsk Group do not want to endanger the security of 

energy transports to Western markets in case of an outbreak of military actions. The ENP’s 

task would be to form a common European position on the problem.  
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In the case of the separatist autonomies in Georgia, Russia particularly is interested in the 

status quo for geopolitical reasons discussed above. It may want to keep Abkhazia as 

bargaining chip in negotiations with the West over a possible independence for Kosovo. 

Peace-keepers from the EU could be de stationed in Abkhazia and South-Ossetia side-by-side 

with Russian as part of a greater mission in the framework of the Caucasus Stability Pact.  

 

In the Transdniester case, Ukraine has taken a stronger mediator role. Transdniester was a 

territorial part of Ukraine in the early days of the Soviet Union. Ukraine had been part of the 

tripartite mediating team, along with Russia and the OSCE, before, but has never challenged 

the Russian position. Kiev respected Moscow’s demands not to involve Romania in any kind 

of negotiations over the status of Moldova. The past leadership of Ukraine had been criticised 

from the EU for its reluctance to enforce a blockade against the corrupt authoritarian regime 

of Transdniester. If Ukraine could now replace Russia as arbiter for some kind of autonomous 

status for the Russian- and Ukrainian-populated self- proclaimed” republic” and a guarantor 

that Transdniester will not become a part of Romania, should Chisinau chose to reunify with 

its big western neighbour, a positive resolution of this last serious ethnical-territorial conflict 

in the European part of the Black Sea area could be settled. If the EU decides to activate its 

ENP in the Transdniester crisis management, Ukraine will receive a historical opportunity to 

directly assist the EU and make itself indispensable in a crucial peacekeeping operation 

directed towards stabilizing the eastern flank of the European continent.  

 

The EU-Balkan Stability Pact in the nineties has demonstrated how economic and financial 

incentives could improve the situation almost over night. The German initiative of assisting 

Russia in the reconstruction of Chechnya (December 2004) may be the first step in this 

direction. A Caucasus Stability Pact, modelled on the Balkan Pact, could provide the 

necessary financial means to recover a strategically crucial region, prevent the outbreak of 

further unrest, reduce the emergence of Islamic extremism, strengthen the EU’s influence in 

the Caspian region and help to set up badly needed regional economic and security 

cooperation outside the classical Great Game spectrum.  

 

To set up regional cooperation structures, involve as many interested local actors in stability 

seeking is a key lever of the ENP. Regional cooperative structures along a Caucasus Pact 

could help to diversify energy transport routes. Supporting regional cooperation of countries 

at the eastern border of the Caspian Sea should revive the idea of the modern Silk Road and 
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TRACECA – which were designed in the nineties to connect the EU with the Asian markets 

through the Caucasus and Central Asia. Moldova and Ukraine could become the strategic link 

for connecting the EU through the Black Sea to the Caspian region. The ENP in that respect 

would be directed towards framing the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea into a “wider Europe”. 

 

An important element of the ENP in its eastern dimension is the cooperation on soft security 

issues, such as the combat illegal migration, arms sale, drug trafficking, and environmental 

protection. Fruitful working together on these crucial issues could pave the way for visa 

regime relaxation – a measure which is highly demanded by politicians in Ukraine in order to 

prove to their own people that the EU-perspective is not a fiction. 

 

But the EU also faces geopolitical competitors in its eastern neighbourhood. Many global 

actors have build interests in this region. China and Japan, for example, will compete with the 

EU for Russian oil and gas. The U.S. – a key player in the region – may not like to see an 

independent ENP in the sphere of its own strategic interests. Would the ENP submit itself to 

the role of junior partner of America? Could under such circumstances the EU take-over a 

seat as an observer in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, if invited as a neutral force? 

The U.S. is since the mid nineties conducting a policy of double containment – against Russia 

and Iran. An independent, interest-guided ENP can not follow this goal. An interesting case is 

Turkey. Since the Iraq War, Ankara can not be regarded as an unquestionable ally of the U.S. 

Could Turkey, struggling for acceptance in the EU, switch on the European side and become 

the EU’s stability anchor in the Caucasus and Black Sea?  

 

The ENP could theoretically unite itself with some initiatives of the so-called GUUAM states. 

It seems that GUUAM is actually offering itself as a strategic partner for the future ENP in the 

eastern neighbourhood. Would it be wise for the EU to integrate GUUAM in its eastward 

strategy, if this organization has the obvious aim to contain Russia? EU-countries like 

Germany, France and Italy have, however, historically a more benign attitude towards Russia. 

Their desire is to save a partnership of patience with Russia and not risk losing Russia for 

Europe at all. In the old EU-member states reluctance will be strong to accept the cooperation 

with GUUAM against Russian interests (the often criticized EU’s Russia-First-strategy). The 

GUUAM states see in contrary a chance to slip into the EU by courting the new EU-members.  

The question of further admissions to the EU will next time be decided not by the old EU but 
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also by EU-members from Central East Europe. They may be feel more secure if countries 

like Ukraine will be part of an enlarged EU.   

 

What should be avoided is a competition among Europeans over two different energy alliance 

models – a pro-Russian and an anti-Russian one. A diversification of energy imports from 

Russia should be supported but not at the expense of partnership with Moscow in this crucial 

matter.  

 

Russia deserves a special consideration from an ENP perspective. Russia has criticised the 

neighbourhood strategy of the EU since it regards itself in many ways as superior to the EU. 

On the other hand, the “Four Common Spaces”-Strategy, worked out between Brussels and 

Moscow is a very concrete fundament on which relations between such different and 

suspicious neighbours can realistically be resurrected. The adoption of the concept at the 

Russian-EU Summit in May 2006 will open the way for a step-by-step approach to many 

problems, including the prolongation of the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement which 

will run out in its present form in 2007. 

 

Russia wants to be included into major decision-making on the future architecture of Europe 

without being member of NATO and EU. A method to do so would be to revive the role of 

the OSCE, set up some sort of “Security Council” at the top of this organisation and entrust it 

with additional tasks, to compliment the work of the NATO-Russia Council. Since the OSCE 

consists of 55 member-states, Russia would not become the dominant factor in this institution. 

In contrary, the dialogue about the construction of the future European architecture could be 

broadly discussed in this body. The EU may agree to such a restructuring of the OSCE; the 

U.S. position on entrusting the OSCE with security issues will probably be less favourable. 

                                                                                                                                                                               

The ENP will be as successful as more it can attribute to the social- economic recovery of its 

eastern neighbourhood. Institutions, such as the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development should be involved with specific projects in the ENP.  

 

The ENP needs additional structures, consultative bodies of regional experts, an institute for 

early warning and permanent monitoring and analysing of the developments in the EU’s 

eastern neighbourhood on a permanent basis. Former specialist of Soviet studies could easily 

fill the gap. Research Institutes in EU-member states should be entrusted with analytical work 
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for the European Parliament, the EU-Commission and the EU-Council. Their task could also 

be the organization of “forums” for building networks with the new neighbours.  These ad-

hoc organisations and gatherings could submit valuable information to the “special envoys” of 

the EU in the troubled regions.  

 

The European Parliament is more flexible in developing and helping to install the ENP in the 

eastern direction than other Brussels institutions. The described political objectives for a 

successful functioning of the ENP can best be tested out by the European Parliament. A vision 

for the importance of the eastern part of the European continent should be sustained and 

further developed by the parliament.   
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